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Abstract
This paper is a forward-looking, thought
leadership piece focused on the need for
enterprises to unify their cloud and
on-premise computing environments.
This way, developers inside of these
organizations can easily access real-time
streams of data, from all of the
organization’s systems across
environments to build bleeding-edge
real time applications that make these
enterprises more competitive in their
respective markets.
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The challenge with current architectures
One of the main challenges with adopting a hybrid cloud architecture is blending legacy
architecture with newer cloud-based systems while minimizing interruptions to ongoing
business. Digital Decoupling enables legacy data extraction in real-time and makes it
accessible for consumption as a microservice. However, with this approach, we need to
keep both the data sources—legacy and modernized—in sync. These challenges can be
avoided through unified data access by combining cloud-based and on-premise data—
bringing disparate data sources together to present a single view of an enterprise’s data.

Clients planning to scale IoT implementations globally face additional challenges when it
comes to edge data management. IoT devices rely on a variety of protocols (MQTT, OPC,
AMQP, etc.) and message formats. On a global scale, millions of edge devices can
produce large volumes of data, which require a management layer for aggregation and
filtering, before passing relevant data to the cloud. To maximize business value and
operationalize insights based on streaming data from edge devices, the system must be
able to operate in near real-time.

Modernization must support seamless scaling and integration with existing technology,
infrastructure, and services. During implementation, it should provide consistent
development and service experience for cloud and on-premise. It should also be designed
to adhere to the organization’s governance and compliance requirements and manage
them across environments.

How ANCON solves
these challenges
Accenture, in collaboration with Google and Confluent, has developed ANCON, a hybrid
cloud reference architecture blueprint, that brings the power of Anthos and Confluent
together to enable the modernization and migration of on-premise applications and
legacy data storage systems to Google Cloud Platform while keeping existing services
fully operational with no downtime.
Assuming on-premise has an existing set-up of event-driven architecture leveraging
Apache Kafka or Confluent Platform as an event-hub. All application services and legacy
data storage systems are integrated through this centralized event-hub. Although this
fulfills ongoing business use cases, it has its limitations to efficiently scale, effectively
manage, and monitor. As such, many customers prefer to leverage Google Cloud
Platform (GCP) resources and migrate in a phased approach.
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Figure 1: ANCON Architecture
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In the ANCON architecture, Anthos and Confluent can deliver a complete and seamless
hybrid cloud experience for modernizing and developing cloud-native applications on
Kubernetes. It provisions Confluent Cloud as a service on GCP and links it with on-premise
clusters using cluster linking features. Confluent Platform’s cluster linking feature (in
preview) will help ease the integration with the client’s existing Kafka/Confluent cluster
and will allow it to access on-premise data in the cloud. One noted advantage of this
feature while configuring is that no external component, connector, or service is required
to configure the link. This can be created using a few Confluent Cloud Command-Line
Interface (CLI) commands. Once mirrored, this opens a doorway for all cloud resources to
process dynamic data at runtime from on-premise and eventually help clients move to the
cloud.
Confluent cluster linking not only replicates data to topics but their metadata as well. It
helps to move microservices dynamically from on-premise clusters and start sourcing
data from Confluent Cloud clusters on GCP. When both clusters are in sync, this transition
happens seamlessly without any lag. Now, by using Confluent Cloud and the Confluent
cluster linking feature in ANCON architecture, data can be easily migrated from onpremise to
Google Cloud and scale seamlessly as per requirement, with no downtime. Such linked
clusters across disparate environments remain in sync therefore providing unified data
access for hybrid applications and services.
Extracting data from legacy databases to Kafka and creating mirror clusters by linking it
with cloud clusters pave the way for application modernization.

Monitor and manage
In hybrid cloud architectures, there is a need to manage disparate systems across
environments, which becomes challenging in hybrid and multi-cloud scenarios. Google
Cloud’s Anthos plays a key role to ease this burden by providing a single pane of glass
to monitor and manage Kubernetes clusters across on-premise and multi-cloud
environments.
In ANCON, on-premise Kubernetes clusters having Confluent Platform are registered with
Anthos using Anthos Connect Agent—allowing to centrally manage all Kubernetes
clusters in given hybrid architecture. Kubernetes cluster configurations can be referred
from Git repository which remains in-sync with the current desired state of the cluster by
using Anthos Config manager. Configurations in Git repository act as infrastructure code
and maintain the cluster state across on-premise and multi-cloud environments. Any
changes in source centralized configurations get applied to all relevant clusters referring
to respective standard Git repositories. Access control policies, Kubernetes cluster
configurations, and resource quotas can all be managed centrally using Anthos Config
Manager. ANCON can define and enforce custom rules as well as adhere to the
organization’s governance and compliance requirements while managing them across
environments.

Anthos & microservices
Accenture’s defined hybrid architecture, like ANCON, brings Anthos service
management benefits that offer unified control plane and service delivery across
diverse cloud environments—managed cloud, on-premise, and edge.
Modernization always follows an incremental approach where a small percentage of
workloads are initially diverted to newly defined microservices. Though this approach
keeps legacy and modernized services operational simultaneously, it also brings data
fragmentation challenges. This is where a unified data plane—created through Confluent
Platform—helps achieve a single source of truth.
Google Cloud provides a number of services to accelerate application modernization,
including Cloud Functions, App Engines, and Cloud Run for Anthos. A legacy stateless
application can be containerized and deployed instantly to the cloud using Cloud Run as a
fully managed serverless service. Cloud Run for Anthos also enables access to the
serverless capabilities on-premise of Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) or other clouds. It
also empowers the usage of all features of Anthos Services Mesh and GKE on-premise,
such as Anthos Configuration Management, autoscaling, load balancing, and monitoring
among others. Event handlers are stateless, and Cloud Run for Anthos helps modernize
stateless services to microservices— aligning well with ANCON’s event-driven
architecture.

Confluent Operator
Anthos can manage Kubernetes clusters efficiently but deploying and managing the
Confluent Platform on Anthos comes with its challenges. To overcome said challenges
Through the ANCON architecture, we leverage the Confluent Operator tool to ease the
deployment and management of the Confluent Platform on Anthos. The Confluent
Platform can be deployed using automation scripts available with the Confluent
Operator package. For example, the deployment scripts available for GCP can be used
to automate the deployment of the Confluent Platform on GKE if a cloud-native
deployment of Confluent on GCP is required. A similar customized script is used to
automate the deployment of the Confluent Platform at the on-premise Kubernetes
cluster.

There is a need for special care and lifecycle management as Anthos manages stateful
applications—including Kafka in Kubernetes, security configurations, rolling
restarts/upgrades in Confluent Platform components, and data balancing required during
scaling Kafka up and down. Confluent Operator automates all these cumbersome and
manual tasks and provides a simple CLI to manage the Confluent Platform on Kubernetes.
The Confluent Control Center is also configured by using Confluent Operator to monitor
and manage Confluent Platform components with its Graphical User Interface (GUI).

ANCON at Edge
Confluent provides out of the box support for MQTT communication with the MQTT
Proxy interface. MQTT Proxy can be configured to connect edge data from devices
getting pushed to Kafka topics. This approach eliminates the requirement of the MQTT
broker, and the Kafka connect to establish the connectivity. Edge devices having MQTT
clients can start publishing messages to Kafka topics by configuring the required MQTT
Proxy properties.
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Figure 2: ANCON at edge

A local-hub—as the on-premise cluster shown in Figure-2—can aggregate these
messages, perform processing if required, and replicate it with another cluster on the
cloud using cluster linking. Thus, all edge data can be processed for business use
cases on-premise and utilized for analytics and further modernization in the cloud in
real-time. Here, Kafka helps manage a huge data load from edge devices whereas
Anthos eases the observability and management of multiple clusters deployed at
several client locations.

Modernizing and migrating healthcare –
forward-looking
Let’s consider a digital system collecting real-time information on vaccine stocks and
flows as well as storage temperatures across all cold chain points in the country. By
extending this existing system and infrastructure, the plan is to collect millions of
patients and their vaccination-related data from thousands of vaccination centers to
categorize distribution regionally and help healthcare research globally. The system is
expected to scale with new vaccination centers and cold storage providers planned in
near future. Since some existing application services and legacy databases are highly
challenging to scale and operate with future requirements, they also need to be
modernized without disrupting the existing operations.
Modernizing and migrating is the optimum way to approach such scenarios which
naturally lead the organization to adopt a hybrid architecture such as ANCON.
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Figure 3: Hybrid architecture of sample use case
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As shown in figure 3, existing infrastructure is considered to have either the latest
implementations of Apache Kafka® or Confluent Platform. By using Confluent Cluster
linking, exact copies of data can be made from several on-premise data centers to
single centralized Confluent clusters in real-time. This provides a unified approach to
integrating data across all data centers with the cloud. When in sync, on-premise
clusters can be swapped with its mirror cloud clusters, with simple Confluent CLI
commands, to serve planned or immediate scaling requirements and swapped back to
on-premise clusters while descaling.
Data replicated in a cloud cluster can be used to get a cloud database in sync with
legacy databases with absolutely no downtime. Services referring to the current legacy
database can then be migrated in phases over the period. Having a unified data plane
also opens several possibilities to use Cloud resources and build new functionalities on
top of the existing on-premise infrastructure—including securely sharing patients and
vaccination data for research and analytical purposes globally.
Let’s consider a case in which an organization wants to use the patient's data for
research and analysis to get KPIs for running an efficient immunization program. One of
the goals would be tracking real-time data of vaccinated patients globally and if they are
reporting any side- effects in the early post-vaccination period.
During vaccination, millions of patient details will be collected at their local
immunization centers and remain securely stored regionally at on-premise data centers.
This may involve patient personal details including identity, age, address, and number,
along with relevant medical history and prior vaccinations details. Huge amounts of data
are generated for analysis, which could bring additional cost if data analytics is
implemented on-premise instead of in the cloud. It makes sense to leverage Cloud
technologies like BigQuery for such analytics and hence hybrid architecture.
Also, while all patient details might be useful at a regional level, not all can be shared and
won’t be necessary for research. Therefore, patient confidentiality can be maintained by
using Kafka stream processing—filtering out personal identity details and replicating to
the cloud using cluster linking. BigQuery integrated with Confluent Cloud will help
analyze and provide necessary KPIs while happening in real-time throughout the
immunization program.

A unified approach
Accenture’s ANCON provides a unified way to deploy, manage, and monitor Kubernetes
clusters along with the Confluent Platform across distributed environments—including at
the edge enabling businesses to unify otherwise siloed and disparate systems. This
unification allows data to move freely across environments and empowers developers to
build innovative new applications that make their businesses more efficient and
competitive by accessing and utilizing real-time streams of data.
The businesses of the future will not operate in cumbersome, slow swamps of legacy
systems. They will be agile, fast-moving, and push the boundaries of what is possible
with data regardless of where that data lives. ANCON is a building block towards that
future, and leading companies are already moving into it as they modernize applications
to Google Cloud using Confluent as their event streaming platform.
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